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INTRODUCTION

Subjective memory complaints and informant reports of 
cognitive decline are routinely checked in the memory clinic 
setting, and both are repeatedly reported as important predic-
tors of cognitive disorders including mild cognitive impair-
ment (MCI) and dementia.1-8 Despite the evidence, limitations 
still exist in predicting cognitive disorder only from subjective 
memory complaints and informant reports of cognitive de-
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cline.
Brain magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) is commonly 

performed in the memory clinic for the differential diagnosis 
of cognitive disorders. Certain findings on brain MRI are also 
known to be useful in the screening of cognitive disorders or 
predicting switch to dementia from mild cognitive impair-
ment.9-11 Hippocampal atrophy is frequently observed not 
only in MCI11,12 and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) dementia,12-15 
but also in vascular and fronto-temporal dementia (FTD).9,10,16 
Cortical atrophy in different brain regions is common in var-
ious cognitive disorders including MCI, AD dementia, Par-
kinson’s disease dementia, and FTD.11,12,17-20 Moreover, the se-
verity of hippocampal or cortical atrophy are reported to have 
a clear relationship with the severity of cognitive decline.12-15 
However, very few studies investigated the usefulness of quan-
titative information from brain MRI in improving the screen-
ing ability of subjective memory complaints and informant re-
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ports of cognitive decline for cognitive disorders. 
The aim of this study was to investigate whether the supple-

mentation of hippocampal volume (Hv) and AD-signature re-
gion cortical thickness (AD-Ct) data obtained from the brain 
MRI to subjective memory complaints and informant reports 
of cognitive decline can enhance the screening ability for cog-
nitive disorders in a memory clinic setting.

METHODS

Participants
One hundred and twenty individuals participated in this 

study at the dementia clinic of Seoul National University Hos-
pital. All participants were aged between 65 to 80 years, di-
vided into age-, sex-, and education-matched groups of 40 
cognitively normal (CN) individuals, 40 with mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI), and 40 with dementia (AD). 

The criteria of the 4th edition of the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)21 was the basis 
for diagnosis of dementia, and the probable or possible AD 
criteria of the National Institute of Neurological and Commu-
nication Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and Re-
lated Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA)22 for that of 
AD. A diagnosis of MCI was made according to the Peterson 
criteria.23 

The following participants were excluded: 1) individuals with 
major medical, psychiatric, or neurological conditions affect-
ing cognitive function, 2) individuals with communication or 
behavioral problems making clinical assessment difficult, 3) 
individuals without a reliable informant, and 4) individuals 
with limited reading ability of Korean making neuropsycho-
logical assessment difficult. Individuals with minor physical 
conditions, such as mild hearing loss, essential hypertension, 
and diabetes with no serious complication, were included in 
this study.

This study was ethically approved by Seoul National Uni-
versity/Seoul National University Hospital Institional Review 
Board (IRB No. H-2006-101-1132).

Clinical and neuropsychological assessment
All participants were assessed by psychiatrists with advanced 

training in dementia research with the Korean version of the 
Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease As-
sessment Packet (CERAD-K) clinical assessment battery.24 

The cognitive function of participants was tested by trained 
clinical psychologists using the CERAD-K neuropsychologi-
cal battery.25 The CERAD-K neuropsychological battery con-
sists of the 15-item Boston Naming Test, Word List Memory, 
Word List Recall, Word List Recognition, Constructional Prax-
is, Constructional Recall, and Mini-Mental State Examination 

(MMSE).
A panel of four or more psychiatrists, experts in dementia 

research verified the diagnosis through integrating examina-
tion and discussion of all available raw data.

Assessment of subjective memory complaints and 
informant reports of cognitive decline

Subjective memory complaints of all participants were mea-
sured by the Subjective Memory Complaints Questionnaire 
(SMCQ)5 and informant reports of cognitive decline were as-
sessed using the Seoul Informant Report Questionnaire for De-
mentia (SIRQD).26 The SMCQ is a self-reported questionnaire 
for elderly to report their memory problems in general and in 
daily living and consists of 14 items with a maximum score of 
14. The SMCQ is known for its reasonable reliability and va-
lidity showing significant associations with objective cognitive 
impairment, which was using neuropsychological batteries.5 
The SIRQD is an informant questionnaire which consists of 
15 items with a maximum score of 30. The SIRQD takes a short 
questionnaire and efficiently provides essential information 
about a patient’s cognitive impairment. It has also been prov-
en to be reliable and valid, and especially shows a low likeli-
hood of false positives and false negatives when applied to the 
elderly with a wide range of educational level, as found in the 
Korean elderly population.26 

Acquisition and processing of brain MRI
Brain MRI was obtained via a 3.0-T whole body imaging 

system (GE VH/I; General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA). A 
three-dimensional T1-weighted SPGR (spoiled gradient re-
called echo) sequence was obtained (TR=22 ms, TE=4 ms, 
slice flip angle=40°). The obtained T1-weighted image was 
processed by FreeSurfer version 5.3 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu/), and cortical thickness, intracranial volume, and 
Hv were calculated in accordance with the Desikan-Killiany 
atlas.27

FreeSurfer is a software package used to analyze of neuro-
imaging data in order to provide an array of algorithms to 
quantify the functional, connectional, and structural proper-
ties of the human brain using T1-weighted input images.28

AD-Ct was defined as the average cortical thickness of the 
regions which are known to be related to AD dementia29 in-
cluding the rostral medial temporal lobe (localized to the crown 
of the parahippocampal gyrus in the region of the uncal hip-
pocampal formation, extending into the collateral sulcus), in-
ferior temporal gyrus, temporal pole, angular gyrus, superior 
frontal gyrus, superior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus, 
posterior cingulate/precuneus, and middle frontal gyrus. Hv 
was calculated by summing right and left extracted Hv. To cor-
rect for differences in intracranial volumes between partici-
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pants, the value of the hippocampal volume divided by the 
intracranial volume derived from FreeSurfer was used in sta-
tistical analyses.

Statistical analysis
Between-group comparisons of demographic and clinical 

data were looked into using the two-tailed t-test and χ2 test. 
Logistic regression analyses were applied to examine the abili-

ties of the SMCQ, SIRQD, SMCQ+SIRQD, SMCQ+SIRQD+ 
Hv, and SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct models to distinguish between 
three different cognitive disorder groups, i.e., MCI, dementia, 
and overall cognitive disorder (CDall) groups (MCI and de-
mentia). Differences of -2 log likelihood (-2LL) were utilized 
for comparison of the predictive ability of the SMCQ, SIRQD, 
SMCQ+SIRQD, SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv, and SMCQ+SIRQD+ 
AD-Ct models. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of subjects with brain MRI

CN (N=40) MCI (N=40) D (N=40) CDall (N=40)
p value

CN vs. MCI 
(N=80)

CN vs. D 
(N=80)

CN vs. CDall 
(N=120)

Age (years)* 71.65±4.50 73.03±4.39 72.93±4.35 72.98±4.35 0.171 0.468 0.122
Education (years)* 11.98±3.79 11.18±3.98 11.00±3.86 11.09±3.90 0.360 0.587 0.238
Women (%)† 50 50 50 50 1.000 1.000 1.000
SMCQ* 3.05±3.02 6.12±3.35 8.35±3.53 7.24±3.59 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
SIRQD* 5.00±3.79 9.17±4.81 19.61±6.72 15.07±7.89 0.003 <0.001 <0.001
Hv* 0.0051±0.0006 0.0046±0.0008 0.0043±0.0011 0.0044±0.0009 0.003 <0.001 <0.001
AD-Ct* 2.50±0.19 2.51±0.14 2.07±0.24 2.29±0.29 0.776 <0.001 <0.001
Group comparison by *t-test and †χ2 test. CN: cognitively normal, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, D: dementia, CDall: overall cognitive dis-
order, SMCQ: Subjective Memory Complaints Questionnaire, SIRQD: Seoul Informant Report Questionnaire for Dementia, Hv: adjusted hip-
pocampal volume, AD-Ct: AD-signature region cortical thickness 

Table 2. Results obtained from logistic regression analysis designed to compare the screening ability of different models

Models
Screening 

accuracy (%)
χ2 -2LL df p value Significance test for -2LL difference

CN vs. CDALL
SMCQ 78.3 35.610 117.154 1 <0.001* SMCQ vs. SMCQ+SIRQD: p<0.001*
SIRQD 80.5 28.090 60.618 1 <0.001* SIRQD vs. SMCQ+SIRQD: p=0.001*
SMCQ+SIRQD 86.2 43.963 44.745 2 <0.001* SMCQ+SIRQD vs.+HV: p=0.007*
SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv 90.8 51.173 37.535 3 <0.001* SMCQ+SIRQD vs.+AD-Ct: p=0.128
SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct 88.5 46.278 42.430 3 <0.001*

CN vs. MCI
SMCQ 70.0 16.770 94.133 1 <0.001* SMCQ vs. SMCQ+SIRQD: p<0.001*
SIRQD 72.9 9.443 54.067 1 0.002* SIRQD vs. SMCQ+SIRQD: p<0.001*
SMCQ+SIRQD 79.2 23.938 39.572 2 <0.001* SMCQ+SIRQD vs.+Hv: p=0.004*
SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv 85.4 35.403 31.107 3 <0.001* SMCQ+SIRQD vs.+AD-Ct: p=0.346
SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct 81.3 24.825 38.685 3 <0.001*

CN vs. D
SMCQ 70.8 25.975 126.827 1 <0.001* SMCQ vs. SMCQ+SIRQD: p<0.001*
SIRQD 81.6 57.739 61.936 1 <0.001* SIRQD vs. SMCQ+SIRQD: p<0.114
SMCQ+SIRQD 86.2 60.230 59.445 2 <0.001* SMCQ+SIRQD vs.+Hv: p=0.478
SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv 85.1 60.733 59.942 3 <0.001* SMCQ+SIRQD vs.+AD-Ct: p=0.001*
SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct 92.0 80.760 38.915 3 <0.001*

*p<0.05. -2LL indicates the -2 log likelihood, SMCQ: Subjective Memory Complaints Questionnaire, SIRQD: the Seoul Informant Report 
Questionnaire for Dementia, Hv: adjusted hippocampal volume, AD-Ct: AD-signature region cortical thickness, SMCQ+SIRQD: SIRQD 
supplemented SMCQ, SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv: Hv supplemented SMCQ+SIRQD, SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct: AD-signature region cortical thick-
ness supplemented SMCQ+SIRQD, CN: cognitively normal, D: dementia, CDall: overall cognitive disorder (MCI+D)
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analyses were also performed for comparing the screening ac-
curacy of the models and the areas under curve (AUC) of ROC 
were compared using the method of Hanley and McNeil.30 The 
score for the ROC curve analysis was calculated as the sum of 
each variable multiplied by the respective β coefficient from 
the logistic regression model.

RESULTS

Demographic and clinical characteristics
There was no significant between-group difference in age, ed-

ucation, or sex. CN had significantly lower SMCQ and SIRQD 
scores, and higher Hv value than individuals with MCI or de-
mentia. The CN group also had significantly higher AD-Ct 
value than the dementia group, but no such difference in the 
AD-Ct value was found between CN and MCI groups (Table 1). 
Twenty-seven (67.5%) subjects had AD among the dementia 
patients, and 35 (87.5%) had amnestic MCI among the MCI 
individuals. 

Logistic regression analysis and the differences of
-2 log likelihood 

Compared to the SMCQ only or SIRQD only model, the 
SMCQ+SIRQD model had superior screening ability for any 
cognitive disorders (i.e., CDall, MCI, or dementia) (Table 2). 
The SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv model had better screening accura-
cy for MCI and CDall, but not for dementia, than the SMCQ+ 
SIRQD model. In contrast, the SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct mod-
el had better ability for screening dementia, but not for screen-
ing MCI or CDall, than the SMCQ+SIRQD model (Table 2).

ROC curve analysis
Similar to the results from the direct comparison of logis-

tic regression models, ROC curve analyses showed that the 
SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv model had the greatest AUC among 
models for screening MCI and CDall (AUC: 0.941 and 0.957, 
respectively), while the SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct model had the 
greatest AUC among models for screening dementia (AUC: 
0.966) (Table 3, Figure 1). 

DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated whether the supplementation 
of hippocampal volume and cortical thickness data obtained 
from brain MRI can improve the predictive ability of subjec-
tive memory complaints and informant reports of cognitive 
decline for cognitive disorders in the memory clinic environ-
ment. The results show that adding the Hv data significantly 
improved the accuracy of the SMCQ plus SIRQD model for 
screening MCI and CDall, while adding the AD-Ct data to the 

model improved its accuracy for screening dementia. This 
study is novel in that it revealed the clear usefulness of quan-
titative brain MRI data in improving the screening ability of 
subjective complaints and informant reports. Moreover, our 

Table 3. Area under curves (AUC) and SMCQ, SIRQD, SMCQ+ 
SIRQD, SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv, and SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct cut-off 
scores for MCI, dementia, and overall cognitive impairment

CN vs. MCI
(N=80)

CN vs. D 
(N=80)

CN vs. CDall 
(N=120)

SMCQ
AUC 0.858 0.792 0.907
SE 0.0533 0.0485 0.0327
95% CI 0.727–0.942 0.692–0.872 0.825–0.958
Cut off 3/4 6/7 3/4
Sen/spe 77.5/67.5 72.5/72.5 83.7/67.5

SIRQD
AUC 0.754 0.919* 0.869
SE 0.0730 0.0321 0.0410
95% CI 0.608–0.867 0.841–0.967 0.779–0.932
Cut off 7/8 16/17 10/11
Sen/spe 60.0/83.3 74.4/95.8 69.6/94.4

SMCQ+SIRQD
AUC 0.875 0.930* 0.933
SE 0.0501 0.0302 0.0256
95% CI 0.748–0.953 0.854–0.973 0.858–0.975
Cut off 12/13 22/23 12/13
Sen/spe 63.3/94.4 82.1/91.7 81.2/94.4

SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv
AUC 0.941*† 0.927* 0.957*†

SE 0.0348 0.0307 0.0200
95% CI 0.832–0.988 0.850–0.972 0.890–0.0989
Pr (case) ≥0.3 ≥0.5 ≥0.5
Sen/spe 85.0/82.5 82.5/92.5 87.5/85.0

SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct
AUC 0.878† 0.966*†‡ 0.928
SE 0.0494 0.0162 0.0267
95% CI 0.751–0.954 0.904–0.993 0.852–0.973
Pr (case) ≥0.5 ≥0.4 ≥0.5
Sen/spe 75.0/82.5 92.5/93.7 83.7/85.0

*significantly greater than that of SMCQ, †significantly greater than 
that of SIRQD, ‡significantly greater than that of SMCQ+SIRQD+ 
Hv (tested by Hanley and McNeil’s method). CN: cognitively nor-
mal, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, D: dementia, CDall: overall 
cognitive disorder, SMCQ: Subjective Memory Complaints Ques-
tionnaire, SIRQD: Seoul Informant Report Questionnaire for De-
mentia, SMCQ+SIRQD: SIRQD supplemented SMCQ, SMCQ+ 
SIRQD+Hv: Hv supplemented SMCQ+SIRQD, SMCQ+SIRQD+ 
AD-Ct: AD-signature region cortical thickness supplemented 
SMCQ+SIRQD
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study demonstrated that such combinations of information 
commonly obtained from memory clinic practice could very 
accurately predict MCI and dementia (AUC: up to 0.941 for 
MCI and 0.966 for dementia as shown in Table 3). 

The hippocampus is one of the first affected brain areas in 
AD and its volume reduction is observed even before the clini-
cal dementia stage29,31,32 or even in the cognitively asymptom-
atic stage.33 Several studies also showed that Hv reduction was 

observed in the pre-dementia stage of non-AD dementing dis-
eases such as frontotemporal lobar degeneration, cerebro-
vascular disease, Parkinson’s disease, and diffuse Lewy body 
disease.34-37 Such earlier reduction in Hv may explain our find-
ing that adding Hv information to SMCQ plus SIRQD signifi-
cantly enhanced the screening accuracy for MCI and CDall. 

Our study showed that supplementation of AD-Ct infor-
mation significantly improved the dementia screening ability 

Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the Subjective Memory Complaints Questionnaire (SMCQ), Seoul Informant 
Report Questionnaire for Dementia (SIRQD), SIRQD-supplemented SMCQ (SMCQ+SIRQD), adjusted hippocampal volume-supplemented 
SMCQ+SIRQD (SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv), and AD-signature region cortical thickness-supplemented SMCQ+SIRQD (SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct) in 
screening for (A) cognitively normal (CN), versus mild cognitive impairment (MCI), (B) CN versus dementia, and (C) CN versus overall cogni-
tive disorder (MCI+dementia).
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of the SMCQ plus SIRQD model, whereas adding Hv infor-
mation did not. The resulting SMCQ+SIRQD+AD-Ct model 
also had the highest accuracy in screening for dementia, while 
the SMCQ+SIRQD+Hv model showed the highest accuracy 
for screening MCI and CDall, but not dementia. A reduction 
in cortical thickness is observed in various dementing neuro-
degenerative diseases including AD11,12,17-20,29,38 and is closely 
related to the worsening of cognitive symptoms.29,39 Moreover, 
cortical atrophy reflects later stages of pathological changes 
(Braak stage IV–V) in AD, while hippocampal atrophy relates 
to earlier stages (Braak stage II–III).40 This may explain our find-
ing of the specific benefit of adding the AD-Ct data to SMCQ 
and SIRQD in screening for dementia. 

Limitations of this study are as followes: 1) as the sample size 
was not sufficiently large, we did not perform subgroup analy-
ses according to the type or cause of cognitive disorders. 2) this 
is a cross-sectional study and focused on screening for current 
cognitive disorders. Further longitudinal studies should be 
conducted to examine the benefit of adding MRI information 
in predicting the progression of cognitive disorders. 3) Sup-
plementation of regional quantitative brain MRI information 
requires a time-consuming MR processing for the quantifica-
tion of AD-Ct or Hv as well as an additional cost for MRI. Easi-
er and less-time consuming method to obtain quantitative in-
formation for cortical or hippocampal atrophy needed to be 
developed. 

In conclusion, our results suggest that the supplementation 
of regional quantitative MRI information can improve the 
screening accuracy of subjective memory complaints and in-
formant reports of cognitive decline for cognitive disorders. 
More specifically, adding hippocampal volume and cortical 
thickness information appears to enhance screening MCI and 
dementia, respectively. 
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